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Abstract

A review is given on current neutron scattering experiments at

Brookhaven National Laboratory on transJtion-metal ferromagnets Ni, Fe, Pd,.MnSn

and MnSi. The scattering intensity in constant-energy scans, observed above

T in all of these materials, exhibited a clear peak at finite momentum

transfers. Using a simple scattering function with double-Lorentzian shape,

we demonstrate that this peak is a manifestation of simple diffusive spin

fluctuations. Experimental results of several parameters are compared in the

context of localized-moment and itinerant-electron pictures. The ratio of

spin wave stiffness constant D and transition temperature kT is shown to be

a good yardstick for the degree of "itinerancy" of d-electrons. The experiments

are performed in collaboration with G. Shirane, J. Wicksted, 0. Steinsvoll,

P. Bbni, Y. Ishikawa and Y, Endoh.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ni and Fe are the most common ferromagnetic materials. A large amount

of experimental and theoretical works have been performed so far to understand

the magnetism of Ni, Fe and other transition-metal ferromagnets. The study is,

however, still rapidly developing, and an overall picture is yet to be found

In particular, the existence of "persistent spin waves" above T is controver-

sial. This concept was developed to account for the neutron scattering experi-

ments by Mook, Lynn et a?., but such an unusual corrective excitation in dis-

ordered state has been questioned from many view points. Neutron scattering Is

the most powerful experimental method to study magnetic excitations at finite

temperatures. Therefore, it is very important to obtain new experimental infor-

mations, to compare them with the previous works, and to provide a reasonable

explanation to the results.

In this article, we will introduce recent neutron scattering experiments

on Ni, Fe, MnSi and Pd,MnSn performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory. We

will demonstrate that the observed scattering above T can be explained as a

manifestation of simple diffusive paramagnetic spin fluctuations. It will also

be pointed out that this paramagnetic scattering corresponds to the intensity

contours in the so called "Stoner Continuum" for the.case of systems with Itinerant

3-d electrons. We will start with a brief review of hystorical developments in

Chap. II, followed by a detailed description of our recent progress on Ni and Fe

in Chap. HI. Then the study will be extended in Chap. IV to two other systems,

i.e., a typical "localized-model-like" system Pd-MnSn and a typical "itinerant-

model-like" system MnSi. In Chap. V, by comparing several physical parameters

we will consider important points of localized and itinerant electrom pictures.
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Finally in Chap. VI, future prospects will be surveyed with the emphasis on

studies at higher energy- and momentum-transfers.

II. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS

We can find three pioneering steps of neutron scattering studies on Ni

and Fe in the end of 1960's. Firstly, spin waves at low temperatures were

measured up to E=£w=80 meV, and rather large stiffness constants D were deter-

mined in Ni [2] and Fe [3l• Secondly, Collins, Minkievicz et al. made precise

measurements on Fe [k] and Ni [5] around the critical temperature (0.9T < T

< 1.1T). They found that spin waves were increasingly damped and D decayed

towards zero when T was approached from lower temperature. The scattering

became diffusive above T with the intensity in constant-q scans centered

around E=0. The measurements were, however, confined in a very small region

of energy transfer E < 10 meV and momentum transfer q < 0.2 8 . Thirdly,

experiments at Harwell on Ni [6] covered wider regions {T=0.5» 0-9, 1.1, 1.9T;

E < 100 meV; q < 1 K ) , although the observed intensity contours in the tu-q

plane were not quite precise. The results were hinting some characteristics of

later experiments, since a broad "ridge" of the intensity coutour was noticed

to exist along the low-temperature spin wave dispersion line even at T=1.1T .

The mutual relation between the works in and out of the "critical region" was,

however, not seriously considered. A common attitude was to regard the two

different regions as completely different animals.

The next important step was made by Mook, Lynn et al. at Oak-Ridge in

early to mid 1970's. They performed constant-energy scans in Ni [7] and Fe [8],

and found that the scattering intensity peaked at finite q not only below T ,

but also at and above T . The peak showed up along the low-temperature spin-
C

wave dispersion line, as shown in Fig. 1, and the peak width and intensity did
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Fig. 1. Peak positions of constant-energy scans in Ni observed by Lynn

and Mook [7]. The peak was found even at and above T near the spin-wave

dispersion line below T , and this was interpreted as a manifestation of spin

waves persisting at and above T .

not change much between T=T and T=1.5T . These features lead Mook et al. to

interprete the peak as a manifestation of spin waves persisting above T , i.e.,

"persistent spin waves" or "sloppy spin waves". After this observation,

Collins [9]» Cowley [lOj and other scientists noticed that a peak in cpnstant-E

scans can be produced not only by spin waves but also by simple diffusive

aramagnetic scattering* Such a possibility was, however, not seriously
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considered in a proper quantitative way [11], and the relation with the critical

scattering was still not clarified. Therefore, the overall impression given

by the Oak-Ridge experiments was that something very special might be happening

in Ni and Fe above T .

Theoretical treatments to explain ferromagnetism of itinerant-electron

systems find the origin in Stoner theory [12] and random phase approximation

(RPA) [13]. The results of this model is illustrated in Fig. 2. At very low

A(T)

UJ

MOMENTUM TRANSFER Kt • Kl

Fig. 2. Magnetic excitations of itinerant electrons expected in the

Stoner theory and Random Phase Approximation [12,13]. When the up-spin and

down-spin bands have an energy splitting A(T) below T , collective spin-wave

excitations are expected for smell q's. In the shaded area of energy and

momentum transfers, spin flip excitations become single-particle excitations.
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temperatures below T where the up-spin and down-spin bands have energy-

splitting A(T), collective excitations of electrons are expected to produce a

spin wave dispersion with a very sharp intensity peak in the ui-q plane. This

line merges into the so-called "Stoner Continuum" where the excitations are

basically single-particle-like. When temperature is raised towards T , the

width of spin waves becomes wider and A(T) decreases to vanish at T=TC, above

which the collective mode disappears. The intensity contour observed in Hi

at Harwell above T was reproduced reasonably well by an RPA treatment using

empirical interaction energies [6], Some fundamental difficulties of RPA

approximation were later removed by Moriya and co-workers [1^3, who have

developed an advanced theory including the couplings between spin fluctuations

of different q components.

Meanwhile, in order to explain the results of Mook et al. above T in

terms of the collective spin waves, severa! scientists [15] developed a different

picture called "local band theory" (LBT) or "giant short range order" (G5R0)

model assuming that &(T) remains finite even above T In microscopic local

scale. The disappearence of bulk magnetization above T was attributed to

the disordered magnetization directions among different "locally magnetized"

regions which fluctuate slowly enough to support the spin waves. This picture

was, however, pointed out [16] to be incompatible with magnetic entropy and

susceptibility observed in Fe. The degree and nature of the "short range

order" are now under controversy.

Experimental studies were continued with a few important innovations

in early 1980's. Firstly, the use of polarized beams helped separating

magnetic scatterings unambiguously [17»i8].. Secondly, Ziebeck et al. [17]

put the scattering intensity on an absolute scale, and pioneered the quanti-

tative comparisons with theories. At Grenoble, Brown, Ziebeck et al. [17]
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employed a very crude energy resolution to obtain the energy-integrated

intensity of the scattering function S(q,ia) as

S(q,w) du « <n+l> Im x(q,u>) dw *u kT Re x(q) (at kT » tm). (l)

where x denotes the magnetic susceptibility and n is the thermal population

factor. Based on the plot of q x(q) v.s. q, the results of Fe were interpreted

as giving a support to the GSRO picture. The energy integration could, however,

be incomplete at large q'ss and detailed informations on 5(q,o)) were not

provided in this experiment.

III. RECENT PROGRESS ON Ni AND Fe ABOVE TQ

In recent works at BNL introduced in the followincs, tight energy reso-

lutions were employed to observe detailed shapes of the scattering function

5(q,i»j) in inelastic scatterings. Good statistics were obtained with unpolarized

neutrons, while the magnetic contribution was checked by using polarized beams

and polarization analysis. In order to put the scattering intensity from

single crystals on an absolute scale, Steinsvoll et al. [19] developed

a new technique by measuring phonon intensity simultaneously as a standard.

The first important result was found in constant-q scans on Ni [19] and Fe [20]

above T . Up to q=0.6 ft above T , the intensity in Ni showed no inelastic

peak, and 5(q,u) agreed with Lorentzian shapes centered at E=Au=0 as illustrated

in Fig. 3. This feature was hinted in the earlier Harwell results on Ni at

T=1.1T , but the accuracy of the data was very much improved. Lynn [8] reported

the existence of an inelastic peak in constant-q scans in Fe above T , but no

corresponding magnetic peak was found in the recent work of Wicksted et al. [20]

with polarized neutrons. Here again, the energy spectrum was Lorentzian-?ike.
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Fig. 3. An example of constant-q scans in Ni measured by Steinsvoll et

al. [19] at T=1.16T . The energy spectrum at q = 0.4 shows a Lorentzian

shape centered at E=0. In the inset is shown a peak of constant-E scan at E=H

meV. At the corresponding peak position in the constant-q scan, indicated by th«

arrow at E ̂  k$ meV, the scattering intensity varies smoothly without any

anomaly. These results suggest that the scattering is diffusive above T .

r

and was centered at E=0. These results strongly suggested that the spin

fluctuations are diffusive in N? and Fe above T .
c

Now it should be interesting to calculate the entire shape of 5'(q,to) in

the to-q plane with a simple model function, and to see how it agrees with the

experimental results. This study has been carried out by Uemura et al. [21].

Since the energy-integrated scattering intensity peaked at q=0 with Lorentzian-

like shapes versus q, we assumed a simple doble-Lorentzian scattering function

<i 1 . 2 , _ (2-a)
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kTx(O) . (2-b)

At high temperatures kT > ̂ zw, the scattering intensity J(q,u>) is given as

fm
2 (q (3)

2 2

where r = 0.291 barn/sr*atom, f denotes the form factor squared and T

represents the wave vector of adjacent Bragg point. The energy width r was

assumed to be r = Aq3 at T=T , and T = A(T)q at T=1.25T and 1.5T . The
c c c

reported results of parameters K, A and r(T) measured in "critical region" [5]

were extrapolated to cover the region of our calculation, and the results of

uniform susceptibility x(0) was used to scale the intensity. As shown

in Fig. k, this simple model calculation for Ni exhibited a clear peak of

NEUTRON INTENSITY /(q.cu) in Ni (mb/meV-str)

Dq2

( 0 5 2 1 .5 10 5 2

.3 .4 .5 0u6 0 .1 .2 .4 .5 Q.6
A 1

Fig. k. intensity contours of the neutron scattering from Ni at and

above T , calculated by Uemura et al. [21] assuming a double-Lorentzian scattering

function (eq, 2) with fm =1 in eq. 3. The parameters for energy width T and

the inverse-correlation length K was obtained by extrapolating the results of

critical scatterings [5], and uniform susceptibility were used to scale the

absolute intensity. The contour exhibits a "ridge" (or a peak of constant-E

scans) along the dispersion curve Dq of spin waves at T=0.8T .
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constant-E scans at and above T . The position and temperature dependence of the

V "ridge" of the intensity contour agreed well with the results of Mook et a).

shown in Fig. 1.

Furthermore, we confirmed that the absolute values of scattering

intensity and the line shape of the observed data can be well explained by this

simple calculation without using any adjustable parameter. Figure 5 compares

our recent data of a constant-E scan in Ni at E=20. meV, T=1.16TC with the model

functions. The solid line represents the "hydrodynamic model" assuming r=A(T)q ,

while the broken line was calculated using an advanced treatment with "dynamic

scaling theory" [22]

c/2 /U/q) = /~<7q' for q < K

"* /(</q) - 1 for q > tc

As shown in Fig. 5, these functions agreed reasonably well with the experiment.

When temperature approaches closer to Tc, it becomes increasingly important to

2 5/2
change the energy width from T=A(T)q to Aq . , since the inverse correlation

length K becomes much smaller than values of q's in interest. For the case of

Fe where most of the data were taken at T < 1.IT , this point plays an essential
'V C

role. Keeping this in mind, Wicksted et al.[20] recently showed that the double-

Lorentzian scattering function also reproduces their experimental results on Fe

above T reasonably well. Hence, we have shown that the characteristic features

of neutron scatterings in Ni and Fe above T can be fully explained as the

results of simple diffusive paramagnetic spin fluctuations. Within the pheno-

menological argument using the extrapolation of parameters K, A and A, we have

also demonstrated that the scatterings in a wide region of T, q and £ can be

directiy connected with the earlier results of "critical scatterings" [4,5].
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Fig. 5. Comparison of neutron scattering intensity observed in Ni at

T=1.«6T for constsnt-E scans at E=20 meV with theoretical model calculations.

The calculations were performed without using any adjustable parameters.
2

The hydrodynamic; model assumes T - A(T)q , while the dynamic scaling model

employs eq. 4 for the energy width r. The reasonable agreement to the observed

data confirms that eqs. 2-k works to explain not only the line shapes but also

the absolute values of scattering intensity above T . From Uemura et al. [21].

In the followings, we shall mention briefly a few possible improvements

of the model function for £(q,w): (A) For "km > kT, correction for the popula-

tion factor becomes important. (B) The universal scaling function /(tc/q) of
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eq. 4 should be replaced by a detailed theoretical result of Resibois and

Piette [23] for the case of Fe. Equation k works well for Ni, as indicated by

the line width measured at T ^ *«1T
C 15] • (C) The Lorentzian energy spectrum

will change over to a Gauss?an-1 ike shape at large q's and E's [2k]. Even for

relatively small q's, the Lorentzian approximation works only up to Hw a. 2r.

Boni et al. [25] recently noticed that the experimental results are compatible

with an energy spectrum which has less scattering intensity than Lorentzian at

fata > T. (D) The Lorentziao shape of the spatial spin correlation kTx(q) can be

re-considered in terms'of "total spin conservation". If the spin S in eq. 2

does not depend on temperature, the averaged quantity in a Brillouin zone

f
qzb

AV = kT X(q) q dq (5)
J

up to the zone boundary q = q , should be independent on temperature, when we

put the experimental values of x(0) and K for Ni at T •+ T , AV becomes about

five times smaller than the value expected for non-interact ing spins (x(q)=x(O)

for any q) with S(S+l)=0.65. This implies that x(q) at large q's near T should

2 2 2
be considerably larger than the Lorentzian approximation x(0) K /(< +q )• The
combination of these effects (A) ^ (D) makes minor changes ( < 30% ) on the

peak positions and on line shapes of the intensity contours of Fig. k [26],

IV. EXTENSION TO Pd^nSn AND MnSi

Let us extend the study to other transition-meta! ferromagnets. We can

apply the simple model functions of the previous chapter also to such materials.
r fn

In particular at T=T where K -»• 0 and A=Aq , S(q,o)) of eq. 2 depends only on

a single parameter A. For this cafe, Shirane et al. [273 have pointed out that

the scattering from any isotropic ferromagnet can be described in terms of a

universal function 5(q,cj/A) by scaling energy with A. Therefore, we can expect
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to see the peak of constant-E scans not only in Ni and Fe but also in many

other substances at T , and similarly, above T . To study this feature, we

have performed a neutron scattering experiment on a Heusler alloy Pd-MnSn,

since the magnetism of this material is known to be explained very well with

the localized-moment picture. Some examples of constant-E scans observed at

T=T and 1.IT are shown in Fig. 6. The intensity produced a clear peak at

It
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Fig. 6: Constant-E scans observed in Pd-MnSn. A peak is shown to exist

at finite q's at and above i,. The arrow a and b indicate the peak of spin waves

observed below T . The scans at E=2.5 and 5 meV are taken with different neutron

collimations, so the scaling factor of intensity is differet for the two different

energies. Measured by Shirane et a!. [28] with unpolarized neutrons.
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finite momentum transfers at and above T , and the peak position and intensity

did not change from T to 1.IT . When we plot the peak positions for differnt

energy transfers, we obtain a curve lying close to the spin wave dispersion

line at pvO.8T . These results are very similar to that of Ni and Fe, and thus

demonstrate that the peaks in Ni and Fe are not necessarily something very

special.

When we see the results of E=5 meV in Fig. 6, we notice that the peak

is positioned at about half way to the zone boundary q *v 0.5q .. As detailed

in the next chapter, this is due to relatively small numbers of spin diffusion

and spin-wave stiffness constants A, A and D of this material when normalized

by kT and q , . Thanks to this feature, we could survey the intensity of S{q,i»>)

in the entire region of q's up to the zone boundary. Here, Shirane et al, [28]

5/2 2have found that the energy width T, which followed Aq or A(T)q at q ̂ C,

deviated from the quadratic q dependence at large q's, and changed to

^ {1-cos(nq/q . )} just like the evoluation of spin-wave energies. Consequently,

the HWHM T was only about 10 meV at the zone boundary, and almost no scattering

was observed at #u> > 2T = 20 meV ̂  kT . This result is characteristic to
<\< c

systems with localized moments, where the energy level of excited states of

each electron is made by the exchange coupling i< + J with neighbouring mor.ents.

MnSi represents metallic ferromagnets whose magnetism is explained in

terms of itinerant electrons of the d band. It is very instructive to remember

the neutron scattering studies on this material by Ishikawa et al. [29,30]

performed in late 1970's. They measured [29] the intensity contour in the

to-q plane at T=270K (̂  10T ) , 33K (̂  L I T ) and at 5K (̂  0.15T ) as shown in
c c c

Fig. 7. Here again, we find the "ridge" of intensity above T extending along

the (extrapolated) curve of low-temperature spin-wave dispersion. Similarly

to the previous chapter, we assumed the doubie-Lorsntzian scattering function
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Fi'9- 7- Intensity contour of neutron scatterings from MnSi observed by Ishikawa et al. [29] along

the [Oil] direction of a single crystal. The sharp collective spin waves were observed at T-5K below

E < 3 meV, while the contour showed up with almost the same line shapes at higher energies for all the

three different temperatures. The "ridge" of the contour extends along the extrapolated line (dotted

line) of the low-temperature spin waves.



and have calculated the intensity contour J(q,w) at T*270K using the uniform

susceptibility x(0) and extrapolating the parameters K and r from the results

of critical scatterings [30]. The model calculation shown in Fig. 8 beauti-

fully reproduces the observed contour lines. It is striking that the results

/(q,u>) in MnSi

T = 2 7 0 K (IOTC)

(mb/meV«str»atom)

Dq2

Fig. 8. Scattering intensity from MnSi at T*=270 K (MOT ) calculated

assming the doble-Lorentzian scattering function (eqs. 2 and 3)- The parameters

were extrapolated from the results of critical scatterings measured by

Ishikawa et al. [30], and the population factor was taken into account. The

simple model calculation reproduces the observed line shapes of the intensity

contour (Fig. 7)«
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at temperatures as high as T ^ 10T can be connected to critical scatterings

in a simple phenomenological argument. We should remember now that the

correlation among itnerant electrons makes T much lower than the mean-field

value in this material. Due to this feature, and also to the spin fluctuations

dominated by small-q components even at high temperatures [31], T=10T might

not be a "too high" temperature for MnSi.

In Fig. 7, the observed scatterings from MnSi extend to much larger

energies compared to kT ^ 3 meV, and the intensity contour shows the 1'ridge"

of almost same shapes above E > 3 meV at all the three different temperatures

including T=5K. In the ordered state at T=5K, very sharp collective spin

waves were observed up to E ^ 3 meV, q ^ 0.3 & . The width of the spin waves

became suddenly broader at higher q's and E's, where the dispersion line

merged into the so-called Stoner continuum, as was illustrated in Fig. 2.

Therefore the "ridge" below T at E > 3 meV represents not the collective spin

waves but the excitation within the Stoner continuum, i.e., the "Stoner

excitaion". It is now obvious that the ridge of intensity contour above T

should also be attributed to the Stoner excitation in MnSi. The Local Band

theory with finite band splitting &(T) above T does not help much to explain

the ridge in this case, since the collective mode is confined to lower energies

anyway. The Stoner excitation reflects the state density of d-band, and A(T)

will make little difference on scattering intensity for large q's and energies

especially near T=T where A(T) -> 0. This argument gives ct rough but quali-

tative answer to the basic question " Why did the scattering not depend much

on temperature at and above T ?". These results of MnSi are very suggestive

when we consider the case of Ni as another itinerant-electron system.
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V. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SYSTEMS

— LOCALIZED MOMENT v.s. ITINERANT ELECTRONS —

So far, we have studied that the constant-E peaks were observed at and

above Tc not only in Ni and Fe but also in Pd_MnSn and MnSi. In this chapter

by comparing several physical parameters, we will consider common and differ-

ent features of these transition metals, and study the relation to localized-

moment and itinerant-electron pictures. The values of several parameters for

MnSi, Ni, Fe, and Pd.MnSn are listed in Table 1. We also included the results

for EuO measured by Passell et al. [32], since this material is a typical

insulator ferromagnet which follows the localized-moment picture with Hefsenberg

Hamilton!an. We may first notice that the spin diffusion constant A (meV'A1 )

at T=T has the number close to the spin wave stiffness constant D n © (meV A* )

at T=0.8T of each material (except for EuO). At T=T , 5(q,oj) of eq. 2 withc c
5/2

r=Aq exhibits a peak in constant-E scans along

E = 3Aq5/2 (6)

as pointed out by Boni et al. [25]. At about 20% of the averaged

distance to the zone boundary q i* 0.2q , a. 0.2 A where most of the neutron
. 2 2 2

data were taken, the above relation leads to E = 3*0.2 Aq ^ Aq a, D Q «q .

Phenomenologically, this explains why the "ridge" of J{q,u) at and above T

were found along the spin wave dispersion line at T t 0*8T 'n a " tne f ° u r

metallic systems. The close relation between D and A for these materials are

very important, since it implies that the magnetic excitations at (a.nd above)

T can be discussed in terms of the energy scale ov' spin waves below T,. The

difference of A and D_ 0 in EuO will make the peak broader above T [21].
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Table !. Comparison of Physical Parameters of Different Ferroma^nets

c

a

«zb

D(T-O)

DO.8Tc

A

SW
EZE

kTc

EzS I kl

{EZB /kTc

(K)

(8)

(JT1)

(meV X2)

(meV 82)

(meV 85/2)

(meV)

(meV)

c

V

HnSi

29

4.56

1.36

50

40

37

2.5

15

5.

Ni

630

3.52

1.75

400

350

330

436

54

9.1

4.6

Fe

1020

2.87

1.70

320

175

140

373

)J8

4.2

2.9

193

6.4

0.97

110

70

60

42

17

2.5

2.0

EuO

69

5.15

1.20

13.5

7.5

3.5

7-9

6.0

1.3

1.3

S(T»O) 0.18 0.3 1.1 2.0 3-5

Ps/Pc 4.1 1.5 1.05 1.0 1.0

a : lattice constant

q , : averaged distance to the zone boundary calculated from ths volume of
Magnetic BrUIouin zone. MnSi is treated similar to FCC systems.

Ps/Pc : the Rhodes-Wohlfarth ratio, I.e., the ratio of saturated moment v.s.
paramagnetic Curie moment.

It is interesting to compare the energy scale of spin waves to kT of

each material. For this purpose, we calculated E^g = (4/TT2) D q- «2, i.e.,

the spin wave energy at the zone boundary expected for the dispersion

SWE « {1 - cos(Ttq/qzb)} . (7)

SW
In Pd2MnSn and EuO, E z g is very close to the observed values, while the values }
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for other systems are purely extrapolated numbers representing the dispersion

( — SW

V measured at q < 0.2q . . The ratio £-„ / kT is around 2 for EuO and Pd^MnSn,

increases more and more for Fe and Ni, and reaches even 15 for MnSi. In

other words, the spin wave dispersion becomes sharper and sharper for Ni and

MnSi. Let us now remember the results of simple mean-field (MF) approximation

for Heisenberg systems with spin S

kT. = | j

SW I — r { EZB

E;J- 4SIJ.. ' ZB

ZB i j

I
In Table 1, we also calculated {E_R/kT }M_ using the saturation moment S(T=O)

of each material. The mean field model works excellently for EuO and Pd^MnSn,

SW
but the sharp increase of the E_B ratio in Ni and MnSi can not be explained.

This clearly indicates that the simple picture for localized-moment systems

with eqs. 7 and 8 does not work for MnSi and Ni. We would like to emphasize

SW
here that the ratio D/kT or E,_/kT could be another yardstick to express the

C ZB C

degree of "itinerancy" of 3~d electrons, in addition to the Rohdes-Wohlfarth

ratio.

The spin wave energy E (q) is proportional to .the Fourier transforms

{J(0) - J(q)} of exchange interactions in real space. It should be noted that

eq. 7 represents the case with short-ranged nearest neighbour couplings (c.f.,

7r/q . ^ r ; r is the distance between neighbouing moments). When the
Z D nn nn

ferromagnetic interaction becomes more long-ranged, J(q) exhibits sharper

peak around q=0. Therfore the large values of 0 in MnSi and Ni indicates

that the effective interactions and spin correlations of these materials are

enhanced around q=0. The sharp peaking of J(q) and the enhanced long-ranged

:ouplings in MnSi and Ni suggests an importance of itinerant electrons. To
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explain the magnetism of transition metals in an itinerant-electron picture,

Moriya and Kawabata [l*»] started to improve random phase approximation from )

the limit where only the small-q components of spin fluctuations play an

important role. Their theory removed the difficulties of RPA in explaining

the Curie-Weiss behavior of uniform susceptibility, and also in estimating

the absolute values of f . MnSi is a typical system where Moriya-Kawabata

theo-y works very well. Recent calculations for MnSi above T [33], for

example, reproduces the "ridge" of the scattering intensity J(q,u>) and its

weak temperature dependence observed in experiments [29].

Table 1 demonstrates that NI and Fe can be classified inbetween the

limits of localized-moment picture and itinerant-e'ectron picture. For the

case of Fe where the peaking of J(q) at q=0 is moderate, Shastry et al. [3^]

assumed 1st ^ 5th nearest neighbour couplings within the localized-moment

picture, and succeeded to reproduce the constant-E peaks of S(q,ui) in terms

of simple diffusive spin fluctuations. Ni looks much closer to the limit of

itinerant-electron model. Moriya has recently extended the theory of itinerant

electrons [35] to cover N?, Fe, Co etc., by introducing the concept of the

change of total spin S itself for different temperatures. This theory is

successful in explaining uniform susceptibility of many different transition-

metal ferromagnets, when the observed results of D are used to determine the

effective exchange interaction J(q) empirically.

VI. FUTURE PROSPECTS

In this article, we have shown a phenomenological way to connect the

neutron scattering in a small "critical region" to a wider regeion of q and

E at and above T . It is now called for to develop basic theories which
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cover both regions continuously. Existing theories for itinerant electrons

[6,13,14] are reasonably successful in explaining the neutron results of

S{q,iti) above T . These theories, however, employ D or kT as an empiricalc c

parameter to determine J(q). It is very nice if the first-principle band

calculations can show why D (or A or D/kT ) is so different for different

transition metals. We should also re-consider the terminology of "spin waves",

"paramagnons", "collective", "short range order", "enhancement at small q",

etc., etc.. The structure or contour lines in the Stoner continuum is, for

example, certainly a product of correlated spin fluctuations, and therefore

is "collective" in some sense. Such a point is yet to be clarified.

By performing neutron scattering experiments, we can distinguish between

systems of localized moments and of itinerant electrons. As shown in Fig. 9,

the scattering from localized-moment system will be confined in the energy

region E < kT , while the energy and temperature scales in itinerant-electron

systems are much larger than kT . This contrast was actually found in Pd^MnSn

and MnSi. It is very important to survey near the zone boundary, where the

two different cases exhibit the clearest contrast on energy scales, and

possibly on line shapes of constant-q scans.

The spallation neutron sources enable detailed neutron scattering

experiments with energy transfers larger than 100 meV. This is very helpful

in extending the study on Ni and Fe to larger q's and energies. Such future

studies will reveal detailed role of d-electrons in these transition metals.

A work on Fe by Loong et al. [3&] is a pioneering step in this context. They

measured the peak positions of spin waves below T up to 160 meV. We have,

however, shown in this article that the "ridge" of intensity is expected not

only for corrective spin waves below T , but also for Stoner excitations

below, at and above T . Therefore, it is also encouraged to measure the
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Fig. 9. A shematic comparison of neutron scattering intensity at and above

T expected in ferromagnets following two different pictures, i.e., the localized-

moment and itinerant-electron pictures. The scattering is confined to energies

lower than ^ kT for the former case, while it extends to much higher energiesc

in the latter case.

detailed absolute intensity so that one may characterize the scatterings un-

ambiguously and compare the results with different theories in a quantitative

way. Another interesting challenge in experiments is to find out the possible

temperature dependence of the spin S above T . This can be done most

effectively by comparing the absolute intensity of the "ridge" to the simple

model calculations.

In summary, we have surveyed recent developments of neutron scattering

experiments on transition-metal ferromagnets, and have provided a simple
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explanation of the scatterings observed at and above T . Thanks to continuing

experimental studies at many laboratories on many different transition metals,

and also to theoretical efforts both in localized moment and itinerant-

electron models, we will find a variety of progress of the field in near

future.
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